Towards automation of a valuable preclinical cardiac safety pharmacology assay: Evaluation of the effects of cardiac ion channel blockers on cardiac repolarisation in vitro.
Purkinje fibre repolarisation assays are valuable tools for identifying compounds which affect cardiac ion channels. The throughput of compound testing in this assay is low therefore we designed a novel recording system to improve screening and animal tissue usage efficiencies. The system was used to evaluate compounds using standard sharp microelectrode techniques. Animal tissue usage efficiencies were quantified by adding up the total number of Purkinje fibres from which recordings were attempted and dividing this by the number of experimental data sets generated, to arrive at a 'fibres per data set' ratio. Test compounds were dofetilide (3 x 10(-10) to 10(-8) M), cisapride (10(-8) to 3 x 10(-7) M), terodiline (10(-6) to 3 x 10(-5) M) and verapamil (3 x 10(-7) to 10(-5) M). Using the novel modified system, 21 data sets were generated from 29 fibres, compared to 24 data sets from 41 fibres using the conventional manual recording system, demonstrating a 24% improvement in the efficiency of animal tissue usage. Comparing data from the manual and modified systems revealed differences in absolute values for all parameters including APD90 (308.73 +/- 9.97 ms, n = 24, compared to 275.27 +/- 8.25 ms, n = 21, respectively; P < 0.05). Differences in the magnitude of changes in action potential parameters between the systems were also evident for all compounds including terodiline (1 x 10(-5) M) which caused a -27.1 +/- 16.5% reduction in APD50 in the manual system, compared to a - 55.2 +/- 2.2% reduction in the modified system. Although the value of the present study is limited by the small sample sizes, it has demonstrated utility of the modified system in improving efficiency of animal tissue usage. It offers potential utility in a higher throughput screening environment for examining the electrophysiological properties of novel compounds in native cardiac tissues, particularly where functional patch clamp data are limited.